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Abstract

This essay is a short overview of the creation and dramatization of InfernO. It's divided in two

parts. 

Part 1 is focused on the libretto, the poetry behind it and my musical ideas associated with it.

Part 2 is more technical, outlining the harmony behind InfernO, the instruments made 

specifically for this piece and an overview of the sketches that composed this work.
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Introduction

“ All hope abandon ye who enter here “ is the English for the ancient Italian “ Lasciate ogne 

speranza voi ch' intrate “. In Dante's Divine Comedy, this phrase is scripted above the door to 

hell. This ominous phrase does not threat the reader of this essay in any way. It is merely an 

eulogy to a simple phrase, written 7 centuries ago and has shaped the way we see the 

Underworld and the afterlife in general. Dante provided us with a physical metaphor to 

channel our emotions. Whenever we're about to face a dangerous situation, or a highly 

stressful one, we will perhaps feel like we are walking through a door.

Written exactly 700 years after Dante Alighieri completed his Divine Comedy, InfernO is not 

just a tribute to one of the greatest work of literature produced by mankind. With this 

composition I wanted to explore a connection between a relatively ancient past and our 

modern times. 

Dante's verses are not just words, they do possess a sort of natural predisposition towards 

musicality. From a time long gone they echo through our imagination. They call us.

When I first started to read the Inferno it was not an easy task. The Italian language used is so 

old that it's sometimes difficult to follow or understand, even for a modern Italian. Though, 

the more I read, the more I felt like becoming “accustomed” to those ancient times and 

writings. The language was gradually becoming more clear and familiar, echoing in my 

imagination. I began to feel its musicality and the seed for the creation of InfernO  began 

germinating.

Certainly Dante's imagination is not for the faint of heart. The way he pictured hell is 

something out of the ordinary and in a way it's easy to see why Dante Alighieri's work is so 

inspiring for people then and now.

With InfernO I wanted to explore, experiment and challenge myself in multious ways. From 

putting Dante's words into music to create a specific harmony and sounds through custom 

made harmony instruments. This is for sure my largest and most ambitious work, and with 

this essay I want to summarize and explain the paths I chose for its creation.
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Part 1 – History and poetry

The language of InfernO – The libretto

When I first had the idea of composing a piece about Dante's work, it immediately became 

clear that the first and most challenging part that I would have to complete were the lyrics, or 

libretto. Dante's writing naturally projects beautiful musicality. It is something that it's 

relatively easy to understand. I could immediately imagine while reading the Divine Comedy 

recitatives and arias, melismas and where the voice could be free of projecting a vowel to a 

high note. I almost felt like I had to put every single word into music. But how to proceed 

with such an old material without distorting its significance? I had to make some choices, so I 

set some rules to myself. I took the liberty to make some slight cuts and jumps within the 

poem but I had to respect its content, the position of words within the verses and, most 

importantly, not to make any variations to the text: what Dante wrote is law, so I shall obey it.
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The famous representation of Dante's circles of hell, painted by Sandro Botticelli in 1480, 

commissioned by the duke of Florence Lorenzo De' Medici.

Illustration 1



Nel Mezzo del Cammin di Nostra Vita

Dante finds himself in a dark forest. He's wandering, lost, overwhelmed by fear so bitter that 

he feels close to death. 

I decided to opt for the very beginning of the Inferno. “ Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita” 

( e. In the midway of this our mortal life ) is perhaps one of the most know phrases within 

global literature, so it was pretty easy to choose a starting point. 

Dante's dark forest is a metaphore for spiritual and existential confusion so strong and 

overwhelming that the poet feels on the verge of Death itself. The path we walk during our 

lives is filled with intersections and deviations. It's easy to lose our way, particularly if facing 

great sorrow and confusion. Such confusion is projected into the music at the climax of this 

cavatina, shown in illustration 3. Right after the word “paura” (e.fear) the music becomes 

majestic, stretches greately into an allargando that suddenly goes from fortissimissimo to a 

pianissimissimo within a single bar, indicating a sense of fainting.

I imagined Dante's walking through this magical but intricate forest, filled with deep fear. A 

viola recitative, which represent the poet himself, brings forth his emotions, while the first 

cavatina introduces the narrative ( illustration 2 ).
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Illustration 2

Viola recitativo in “Intro – Selva Oscura”.
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Illustration 3

The climax of the cavatina “Nel Mezzo del Cammin di Nostra Vita”.



Nel Mezzo del Cammin di Nostra Vita
Nel mezzo del cammin, 

del cammino di nostra vita 

mi ritrovai per una selva oscura. 

Ahi quanto a dir, quanto a dir qual era, qual era, è cosa

dura, esta selva selvaggia, e aspra, e forte, 

che nel pensiero 

rinova la paura! 

Tant' è amara che poco è più morte...

In the Midway of This Our Mortal Life
In the midway of this,

our mortal life,

I found me in a gloomy wood, astray.

That forest, how robust 

and rough its growth,

Which to remember only, 

my dismay renews, 

in bitterness not far from death.

O Animal Grazioso e Benigno

In the second circle of hell Dante sees two souls that seem "lightly carried by the wind" and 

wishes to speak with them. When they approach Dante and Virgil, they recite a sort of prayer 

to them. “O Animal Grazioso e Benigno” (e.O gracious creature and benign), is an ambiguous

aria that contains a senses of peace, repentance and resentment for those who have taken their 

lives. This is the reason why I split this aria in half. These two souls seems to be of gentle 

nature but they are in hell, not in heaven. “ Us who the world with bloody stain imbru'd “ 

seems to indicate some dark event, something that hides beneath the surface. That is when I 

had the idea of splitting the aria in two and the “dark prayer” (“Noi che Tignemmo il 

Mondo”) was born. I pictured these two souls suddenly becoming demons and revealing all 

their resentment, represented by a sudden tutti fortissimissimo that quickly dies out and leave 

the space for a more percussive music ( illustration 4 ).
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It is important to note that this dark prayer introduces for the first time the anvil and the stone 

box ( as well as some more percussive sound from the spring drum ). These instruments will 

return later in “ Lá dove l'ombre tutte sembran coperte “. Such percussive choices have 

several meanings, as will be explained in the next part of this essay. 

Such passage is a sort of “musical possession”, that retreats again in the second part of the 

aria, where these two souls return into a more gentle state and wish for the King of the 

universe to bring peace upon Dante. A peace such as when the wind is silent and all is still. 

This “peace” is represented by the glass harmonica, in a very low register ( illustration 5 ). 

It's an effect that bring more stillness to the music but, at the same time, it's also a prelude of 

something sinister that it's about to happen as we approach the next part of InfernO.
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The first page of “Noi che Tignemmo il Mondo”.



O Animal Grazioso e Benigno - parte 1

O animal grazioso e benigno, ah.... 

animal grazioso e benigno, 

che visitando vai per l'aere perso...

Noi che Tignemmo il Mondo

Noi, che tignemmo il mondo, 

noi, che, tignemmo il mondo di sanguigno. 

Amor condusse noi ad una morte... 

Caina attende chi a vita ci spense! 

O Animal Grazioso e Benigno - parte 2

Se fosse, se solo fosse amico 

il Re de l'universo 

noi pregheremmo Lui 

de la tua pace, 

mentre che'l vento, 

mentre che'l vento, 

come fa, ci tace.

O Gracious Creature and Benign - part 1

O gracious creature and benign,

O gracious creature and benign,

who go'st visiting, through this element obscure...

Us Who the World with Bloody Stain

Imbru'd 
Us who the world with bloody stain imbru'd,

Us who the world with bloody stain imbru'd

Love brought us to one death...

Caina waits the soul who spilt our life!

O Gracious Creature and Benign - part 2

If for a friend 

the King of all we own'd 
Our pray'r to him 

should for thy peace arise,

while e'er the wind,
while e'er the wind

As now, is mute.

Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni

Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni (The banners of Hell's Monarch do come forth towards us) is a

verse said by Virgil in front of the Judecca (the fourth ring of the ninth circle of Hell) where 

Lucifer resides. This verse is taken in turn from a famous hymn composed by Venantius 

Fortunatus, Bishop of Poitiers, in the sixth century.1

Here is narrated of how Dante and Virgil find themselves at the centre of the Earth in the 

presence of Lucifer, Lord of Hell, and of the exit from the Inferis.

1  Ulysses, “Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni”, Everything2.com, 22 June 2000,  

https://everything2.com/title/Vexilla+regis+prodeunt+inferni.
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The glass harmonica passage at the end of “O Animal Grazioso e Benigno”.

https://everything2.com/title/Vexilla+regis+prodeunt+inferni
https://everything2.com/title/Venantius+Fortunatus
https://everything2.com/title/Venantius+Fortunatus


The end of Inferno also function as both the perfect climax and Finale. I imagined the 

Judecca, the centre of the Earth, where Lucifer resides, as a great point of climax and chaos. 

Perhaps it's the way Dante portraits Lucifer. We tend to imagine it as the supreme Lord of 

darkness and all powerful and treacherous. But in the Divine Comedy Dante depicts it as a 

suffering creature, a crying three-headed giant, trapped by God as a sort of trophy in a frozen 

lake in the centre of the Earth. In its mouths are three sinners: Brutus and Cassius, guilty of 

the assassination of Julius Caesar, who was deified posthumously. They are being chewed by 

Lucifer in the two lateral mouths. In the central one is Judas, who betrayed Jesus.

“ Vexilla regis prodeunt inferni “. This is the point where our wanderers face the centre of the 

Earth, where Lucifer resides. Dante takes cover behind his guide, Virgil, for no other shelter 

was there. Thick fog and freezing hellish breeze, represented by a drone on the timpani (

illustration 7 ), welcome them as they enter the Judecca, Lucifer's prison. Here the mood is 

mysterious, only piano and voice interpret this passage, with a single touch of harp, which 

represent Dante hiding behind Virgil ( illustration 6 ).

Here the situation is dark, cold, silent. We're facing the darkest place that any soul could 

imagine. The music is more dissonant and simple, for the purpose of creating uneasiness.
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Illustration 7

Through the timpani comes the representation of the freezing wind of hell.

Illustration 6

The moment Dante hides behind his guide, Virgil.



“ Là Dove l'Ombre Tutte Eran Coperte “ ( e.Where the souls were all whelm'd underneath ) is

how Dante describes Lucifer and the place where the ultimate treachery reside. Dante's words 

are not just a plain description of what he sees; they enclose deep feelings, not just of surprise 

and fear but also a sort of reverential compassion.

A fantasia and a deep and powerful ostinato is my interpretation of what meeting the Lord of 

hell would feel like. Particularly, I have always connected repetitive and hammering sounds 

as “bad things that are about to happen”. It always makes me uneasy. The rhythmical choice 

for this chapter represent my fears well. Illustration 8 shows an excerpt from this part of 

InfernO. Notice the repetitiveness of the motifs and again the use of the anvil and the stone 

box, which have the same function as in the dark prayer.

The very last verse of Inferno, “ e quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle. “ ( we again beheld the 

stars ) it's also an inspiring point of conclusion. After such a long journey, Virgil takes Dante 

beneath the frozen lake and through a passage that leads outside hell. Here the mood of the 

music changes and the soprano recite a simple chant that marks the return into the light. This 

is far from being a joyful moment, though. Dante is still a wanderer, in the realm of his own 

subconscious. 

I wanted to create a magical moment, obtained through the use of a drone-like chord from the 

glass harmonica, embellished by the natural harmonics of the harp ( illustration 9 ). I must 
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Illustration 8

An excerpt from “Lá Dove l'Ombre Tutte Sembran Coperte”



admit that I struggled to find inspiration at this point. Then on a clear night I took my camera 

and telescope and went in Mossfellsdalur, to spend the night photographing the night sky. 

Being under a sea of stars recharged my batteries and my mind. There is true poetry into a 

very dark night sky, far away from the city. The sky is so dark, cut by a stunning milky way 

and filled with stars that when looking up it literally feels like falling into it. It's a surreal 

experience. And while my camera and telescope where collecting photons of light, sitting in 

my car I began drawing the sketches for “ A Riveder le Stelle “ ( illustration 9 & 24 ).
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Illustration 9

A sketch of the chant “A Riveder le Stelle”.



Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni

Vexilla regis prodeunt inferni

Come quando una grossa nebbia spira,

par di lungi un molin che´l vento gira,

poi per lo vento mi restrinsi retro al duca mio,

che non lì era altra grotta.

Là Dove l'Ombre Tutte Eran Coperte

Là dove l'ombre tutte eran coperte,

e trasparien come festuca*** in vetro,

lo 'mperador del doloroso regno

da mezzo 'l petto uscia fuor de la ghiaccia. 

Oh quanto parve a me gran maraviglia 

quand' io vidi tre facce a la sua testa!

Con sei occhi piangëa, e per tre menti 

gocciava 'l pianto e sanguinosa bava.

Da ogne bocca dirompea co' denti

un peccator a guisa di maciulla,

si che tre ne facea così dolenti,

si che tre ne facea così dolenti!

A Riveder Le Stelle
E sanza cura aver d'alcun riposo,

salimmo sù,

tanto ch'i' vidi de le cose belle

che porta il cielo, che porta il cielo

e quindi uscimmo a riveder le stelle.

The Banners of Hell's Monarch do Come 

Forth Towards Us 
The banners of Hell's Monarch do come forth towards 

us

As, when breathes a cloud heavy and dense,

seems view'd from far a windmill, which the blast stirs

briskly round,

To shield me from the wind, forthwith I drew

Behind my guide: no covert else was there. 

Where the Souls Were All Whelm'd

Underneath
Where the souls were all whelm'd underneath, 

transparent, as through glass pellucid the frail stem,

That emperor, who sways the realm of sorrow, 

at mid breast from th' ice stood forth.

Oh what a sight! How passing strange it seem'd

when I did spy upon his head three faces!

At six eyes he wept: the tears adown three chins

distill'd with bloody foam.

At every mouth his teeth a sinner champ'd

Bruis'd as with pond'rous engine,

so that three were in this guise tormented.

so that three were in this guise tormented!

We Again Beheld the Stars 
And heedless of repose,

we climbed,

Till on our view the beautiful lights 

of heav'n dawn'd, of heav'n dawn'd

Thus issuing we again beheld the stars. 2

Even though this is the very last verse of the Inferno, I found inappropriate to abruptly 

conclude the piece where the lyrics end. I needed a coda, something that represent both the 

eternity of the afterlife and the majesty of  Life itself. And so the idea for InfernO's finale was 

born, idea better explained in the second part of this essay.

And so this is the libretto of InfernO. At first I was afraid that such short lyrics, compared to 

the original work, would compromise the power and charm of Dante's work. However, the 

more I worked on InfernO the more I realized things where coming together. The storyline 

and the drama have a good flow. And once InfernO's backbone began to take a solid shape, it 

became clear that the musical journey I was writing was reflecting not just Dante's work, but 

also my very own emotional state. I was on the right track.

2 David Widger, “The vision of hell”, Gutenberg.com, 21 July 2014, 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/8789/8789-h/8789-h.htm#link1 
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Part 2 – Music and harmony

Three unusual figures: the anvil, the stone box 

and the spring drum

Anvil

For the premiere of InfernO, I have fastened a 4.5 kg anvil on a resonating wooden box (

illustration 10 ), to give more body to its sound. The box also provide an ideal height for the 

anvil to be played while sitting, so it can be placed next to the flutist. The box should be 

placed on a carpet or a blanket, to prevent damages to the floor.

The choice of the anvil was moved by two different reasons. One is a tribute to Giuseppe 

Verdi, with his Anvil chorus, from his opera Il Trovatore (“ Chi del gitano i giorni abbella? 

“).

The second one is more idealistic. The idea of hell as a place carved in rocks, filled with fire. 

The hammering of a blacksmith and the intense heat of the metal somehow tickle our 

imagination into a sort of connection with the heat of hell.
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The anvil box, prepared for InfernO's premiere

Illustration 10



Prepared stones box

The prepared stones box is a simple wooden box that contains stones of small dimensions. As 

for the anvil, this box lays on a carpet or a blanket, next to the oboist. Its dimensions are very 

similar to the anvil's one, with a particular attention to its height, so it can also be played 

comfortably while sitting.

It is played with a rubber hammer, right on the top of the box. I had to make sure the box is 

strong enough, even though this device does not require a particular high amount of force.

This percussion presented few problems in its making. My first idea was to have just a thick 

flat stone on top of the box, hammered with a round stone fitted with handles. But I 

encountered an unplanned problem: dust. As soon as I started hitting the stone I began 

producing fine dust that spreaded in the air very rapidly. Not the best thing for a live 

orchestra. I then changed my project by just placing the smaller stones inside a wooden box, 

but the hammering on its top wasn't providing enough movement for the stones to make a 

significant sound. And that's where I came to the final design. The box in illustration 11 has 

a mobile structure that connect the top of the box to a plate inside below, where the stones sit. 

Between the bottom and this mobile plate I placed towels to create a soft filling that can 

provide movement. I then placed the stones in the box. Since the top of the box is directly 
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Illustration 11

The stone box in the making



connected to the lower level ( instead of being fixed at the top ), when hammered it transfer 

the energy directly below and the stones receive the necessary hit to move and produce sound.

For the premiere of InfernO, small Icelandic lava stone have been chosen, for their 

characteristic “sponge-like” structure that provides tiny smaller resonating chambers withing 

the main chamber of the wooden box.

Such a choice was inspired by composer Jón Leifs. I had the chance to see the score of one of 

his greatest work, Hekla. Something got my attention in the percussion section: stones. Leifs 

had orchestrated for a great variaty of percussions, including stones of various size. I was 

hooked, this is probably the moment I decided to implement stones in my own composition, 

and the stone box is my approach to it. 

The stones have the symbolic figure of hell's chambers, carved in the heart of Earth to its very

centre.

The spring drum

The spring drum is a well known and simple instrument. It can be found in many sizes. It 

consists in a simple tube, open at one side and fitted with a percussive, hard membrane to the 
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Illustration 12

The spring drum.



other. A long thin spring is attached at the centre of the drum. Despite being so simple, it is a 

versatile instrument and it can be used in many ways. 

For InfernO the spring drum is going to be used both on a stand and hand held. A small metal 

rod is also used to strike the spring, while sitting on the stand. 

I have owned this instrument for many years and used it in other occasions, but this is the first

time I use it within a whole professional orchestra. I like its mystical, meditative sound, and it 

is indeed a perfect match for creating atmosphere and suspense within InfernO.

A peculiar choice: the glass harmonica synthesizer

The glass harmonica is another example of my appreciation for strong contrasts. It has an 

heavenly sound that conflict, at first glance, with the idea of hell. However, in InfernO the 

glass harmonica has the function of representing the figure of Beatrice, Dante's lost loved one.

She is a divine figure that permeates the entire Divine Comedy. A guardian angel that sent the 

poet Virgil to protect and guide Dante through his journey.

It was the first instrument invented in America, by none other than Benjamin Franklin, one of 

the founding fathers of the United States. It consists in 37 spinning glass bowls of various 

size, interconnected by a rotating shaft. 

The original instrument was the object of some controversy and disturbing events. Some glass

harmonica players became hill and unable to play due to cramps, muscle spasm, dizziness. 

Even the audience suffered of some form of illness. Apparently a child died during a 

performance in Germany, and the instrument became banned in several towns. People began 

to speculate that the glass harmonica was evoking the dead and drove listener to madness. 

The truth was probably due to the fact that the original glass harmonica's bowls were colour 

coded, painted with lead-based paint, nowadays known as a highly toxic chemical.3  I have 

found in these controversies a good source of inspiration for this instrument's ethereal 

3 “Benjamin Franklin's glass armonica”, fi.edu, https://www.fi.edu/history-resources/franklins-glass-armonica 
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The glass harmonica

Illustration 13

https://www.fi.edu/history-resources/franklins-glass-armonica


characteristic, within the orchestra. And so the glass harmonica synthesizer became one of the

main instruments of InfernO.

My choice of using a synthesizer to recreate the glass harmonica sounds has nothing to do 

with superstition or fear of lead poison. The actual instrument is not so easy to come by and 

might be an impractical choice, unless a composition is specifically commissioned for the 

instrument. Also, the synthesizer gave me the opportunity to expand it's octave range and 

embellish its sound with an ethereal, slightly fluctuating drone undertone, use in three 

occasions within the piece. This is a relatively simple guideline to create the sound required 

for a performance.

I admire Franklin's inventive passion for music. He had an idea and worked hard to realize it. 

Such a brilliant approach inspires me to think about other possibilities, new instruments and 

new sound, where I can put my own research, skills and imagination.
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The language of InfernO – The Exomodal Harmony

InfernO explores ancient connections between modes through the use of what I call the 

exomodal harmony.

It's an harmonical dimension based on a 15 tones scale that interlocks a modal scale with a 

more exotic one. In this composition various modals fused with a bizantine scale and both 

enigmatic major and minor. This concept was initially born for the purpose of merging musics

that existed in different times and places. I have always been fascinated by the Middle Eastern

and Oriental music traditions and I wanted to find a way to blend our Western style with those

exotic sound colors. Although microtones can also be used to create an exomodal set, such as 

through a maqam scale, InfernO does not make use of such intervals. But the possibilities are 

endless.

Even though I have written music with this method before, while creating the exomodal 

system, InfernO is the first composition where I feel like I truly began to explore the potential 

of the exomodal realm.

Before we continue it's important to note that the exomodal harmony is a tonal system, even 

though some more “wild blends of scales” are possible. The modes blended for the various 

“circles” of InfernO are coupled in the same keys. None forbids to blend scales wildly and to 

experiment, of course, but one must consider that the blend of two different scales in two 

different keys produce a much stronger dissonance than the ones prepared for this 

composition.

The process of building an exomodal set and harmony can be divide into three main steps:

1 – Modes fusion. 

Illustrations 14 - First of all we decide which scales to blend. If we take the case of our Intro 

– Selva Oscura, we begin with two scales: a dorian in B  and a ♭ double harmonic scale, also 

called a bizantine, also in B .♭  To blend these two scales we must first split the dorian in two, 

at the subdominant. The first half A, from the tonic to the subdominant, is placed at the end of

the bizantine scale (the tonics, marked in blue, blend together, being the very same note).

The second half of the dorian, marked with B, goes instead before the tonic of the bizantine 

scale, starting from the dorian subdominant to the tonic (and again the tonics merge into one).

The result of this fusion is a 15 tones scale (from tonic to tonic) with some peculiar 

characteristics. It possess both C  and C , D  and D , G  and G , A  and A . It has two ♭ ♮ ♭ ♮ ♭ ♮ ♭ ♮
different sets of tonics, marked as 1, the primary tonic, and 2, the secondary tonic. It encloses 

half steps, whole steps and augmented steps intervals. Plenty of material to play around and to

mould at our will.
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2 – Motifs creation.

When our exodorian is formed, the next step is to form motifs. It is perfectly fine to just sit on

a piano and create a melody just by playing and use sound examples we directly hear. 

However, there is a way to construct a melody entirely on paper, with a little methodical 

work. Our 15 tones set has been divided into 7 three-notes cells ( illustration 15 & 16 ).

The way I think about these cells is as a “chords”, each cell represent a grade of the 

exodorian. I then imagine to harmonize these cells in many different ways, following, more or

less, the Classic and Romantic traditions of harmony. But instead of writing a chord 

progression I'm composing a “single note progression”. You don't necessarily have to use all 

the notes in each cell at once; you can use one or two, as pleased. The cells here are solemnly 
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Illustration 14

A detailed scheme for the formation of an exodorian mode

Illustration 15

7 cells subdivision of an exodorian - motifs creation

Illustration 16

One of Intro - Selva Oscura's motifs, created through the cells in illustration 5



composed of 2nd intervals, but it is also possible to have cells made with larger intervals 

between each note.

There is always something appealing and satisfying when I compose using written language. 

Just like the languages we speak. When we write down a word or a phrase, we know what 

their sounds and pronunciations are. When we develop the ability to do the same in the 

written musical language, we learn to communicate through music. I personally find this 

ability to express our selves in written language one of the greatest achievements of mankind.

3 – Chords progression.

A chord progression let us discover the possible combinations available, their musical 

colours, which chords sounds well together and so on. If we prepare our material well we can 

enhance and improve our ability to compose. It is also a mean to find inspiration. I personally 

find important to keep track of everything I compose, and being methodical and organized 

help me to always know what's happening in every part of the piece. Particularly so because 

the way I work. I tend to divide my compositions into several parts, not necessarily for the 

piece itself but more for my own mean of dramatization and I often go back and forth between

parts. I also sometimes compose bridges or cadences backwards, from end to start, so I need 

to know where and how I did begin. Not even mentioning that InfernO is more than a year of 

work and I had to remember my progress at any time.

No matter what you do, if you're organized you can always pinpoint your ideas, if you need to

go back and make adjustments.

If you look at illustrations 18 to 24 you'll see some of the sketches I prepared. In illustration

18 you may notice some numbers above the chords examples: 2-4-2, 4-5-4-5, 3-5-3,.... 

marked in both red (exomodal) and black (modal). These numbers are an indication of the 

different intervals that compose a chord. Instead of thinking about regular trichords and their 

inversions I approached this work differently, using and blending different intervals. For 

example ( Illustration 17 ), i 2-4-2-4 is the primary tonic, made of a 2nd, 4th, 2nd, 4th intervals, 

on the exomodal scale. The result is:

B  - C  - F – G  - C♭ ♭ ♭ ♮

As shown, the chord contains some interesting features such as both C  and C . This ♭ ♮
technique produces some interesting chromaticism but it presents some problem for 

instruments such as the harp, where the pedal configuration cannot conform to such a tuning; 
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A chord's structure.



it requires some creativity. For example, B  must be played as A♯ and C  must be played as ♭ ♭
B . However it is preferred to avoid writing such whole chords for the harp or any other ♮
instruments with limited tuning abilities.

Nowadays technology has brought us effective tools, such as affordable computers and 

software, that let us hear, more or less, our compositions through the use of sound banks and 

MIDI files. What a time we live in. However I believe that we must use this tools with 

caution. It is easier than one can imagine, to become too dependant from our computer's 

playback and notation's capabilities. This is one of the reasons I developed this method of 

working. If I place my knowledge first and set the basis for a composition, then I can use the 

tools available to my advantage. A building must have strong foundations in order to be 

strong and secure.

The exomodal harmony is far from being a complete method. The more I use it the more I 

discover about it. InfernO is a huge step forward in its development and my new plan, among 

all the other things, is to complete its structure and write a book about it.
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Sketches

Selva Oscura - Intro
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Illustration 18

Intro – Selva Oscura – sketch.



Nel Mezzo Del Cammin di Nostra Vita – B  dorian / exodorian in bizantine♭
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Illustration 19

Nel Mezzo Del Cammin di Nostra Vita – sketch.



O Animal Grazioso e Benigno – G aeolian / exoaeolian in bizantine

Noi Che Tignemmo il Mondo – A exodorian in bizantine
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Illustration 20

O Animal Grazioso e Benigno / Noi Che Tignemmo il Mondo – sketch.



Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni – D mixolidian / exomixolidian in enigmatic major
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Illustration 21

Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni – sketch.
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Illustration 22

Vexilla Regis Prodeunt Inferni – sketch.



Lá dove l'ombre tutte eran coperte – G lidian / exolidian in enigmatic minor
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Illustration 23

Lá Dove l'Ombre Tutte Eran Coperte – sketch.



A Riveder le Stelle – C aeolian / exoaeolian in bizantine
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Illustration 24

A Riveder le Stelle – sketch.



Finale – Aeon (c aeolian, g dorian)

The Finale is somehow aloof from the rest of the piece. There are no sketches for it, I entirely 

built it by memory and finished it in a few hours. 

But it took weeks to find it.

Aeon (or Eon) has several meanings. It's most known meaning is temporal. It indicates an 

undefined time span that is far larger than what the human mind can comprehend. It generally 

refers at approximately 1 billion years but it does not really possess a precise amount. In 

geology, Earth's history, which is about 4.5 billion years old, is divided in three Aeons: the 

Archean, the Proterozoic and the current one, the Phanerozoic.4

Another less known meaning of Aeon is mythological. 

In Gnosticism it is believed that a True, transendant God exists beyond all universes and all 

worlds. A God that didn't exactly created anything, but rather used its own essence to make 

reality. Eveything is God. In such belief the Æons are secondary deific beings that function as

intermediaries between the True God and ourselves.5

From this concepts I thought about this finale as a representation of Dante's journey, in a state 

that can be perceived “in between God and our own mortality”.

Instead of writing the “usual grand finale cadence” I wanted to give the conclusion of InfernO

a sense of infinity. In non-secular beliefs the afterlife is thought to be eternal. And, as far as 

we know, even if there's no afterlife of any kind, it will last forever as well. However, an 

Aeon is so far beyond our human perception, so much larger than our lifespan, that we 

struggle to clearly picture a beginning or an end of such enormous amount of time, so we 

somehow perceive it as infinite. Interestingly, Carl Sagan once said: “No matter what number 

you do have in mind, infinity is larger. In fact, the largest number you can possibly imagine is 

as far away from infinity as is the number one”. From this concepts I realized that in order to 

reach infinity I had to be simple. And so the idea of three bars loop was born.

I achieved this with a very simple method. From rehearsal mark L3 ( Illustration 25 ) the 

piece falls into a three measures loop that has virtually no end, formed by two different keys 

running parallel to each other. In fact, each first beat of every measure is the end of the 

previous one, while the whole motif is in a three measures cycle, forming a chain that could as

well last forever, or for Aeons.

At first I wanted to just have these very last three bars on repeat ad libitum – morendo, 

without writing an actual end to the piece. However this approach is impractical for an 

orchestra, performing live. I then decided to write all there repetitions I was comfortable to 

have, with proper indications of dynamics, and then I ended the piece on a final measure, 

4 John P. Rafferty, “Eon”, Britannica.com, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11 May 2020, 

https://www.britannica.com/science/eon-geologic-time.

5 Stephan A. Hoeller, “The Gnostic World View: A Brief Summary of Gnosticism”, The Gnosis Archive, 11 

May 2020, http://gnosis.org/gnintro.htm.
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that's basically the first chord of this “three bars loop”. Such an end functions as a much better

reference point for both the conductor and the orchestra. A sort of tiny cheat that also gave me

the possibility of embellish this final chain with articulations and variations.  

Among all the music and passages of InfernO, somehow “ A Riveder le Stelle “ and “ Aeon “ 

are the parts that I feel the most. I have always appreciate the beauty of simplicity and I 

believe this is the reason for my feelings towards these two last compositions. In fact, 

compared to the rest of InfernO, the music and harmony is more simple and delicate. The 

strength of this simplicity is that it can struck your soul without any barriers. On the contrary, 

a very complicated piece may require a deep understanding and listening, so our appreciation 

grows gradually, instead of  just hitting us like an explosion.
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Illustration 25

The first three-bars loop of InfernO's Finale.



Conclusions

Just like for Dante, composing InfernO was for me a long journey through knowledge and 

feelings, technicalities and difficulties, excitement and worries. Particularly in this very first 

semester of 2020, the challenges increased dramatically. Between strikes and a worldwide 

virus pandemic, it was kind of “funny” to complete InfernO while I had (and still have to) to 

take precautions  to keep myself and my family alive and safe. Literally. It's like this whole 

situation became a representation of  Dante's metaphores, a spectacular cosmic joke that made

me wonder if my work has any sort of relevance at all. When you have your own family 

locked in a quarantine in you far homeland, when the death toll count is in the tenth of 

thousands worldwide, when you struggle daily to keep you children safe, when you're 

deprived of such thing as a hand shake and lose human connection, your own work seems to 

lose its importance. It is indeed difficult to find the mean and inspiration to go on.

But this worries are just an illusion. A mirage.

When facing such dangers, our work actually becomes even more important. We, as humans, 

are incredibly complex being and the artistic side within us all is a tool that channel our 

emotions into something concrete, something alive. That is perhaps the reason why I value the

poetry and the story behind InfernO more than its actual technicalities. 

I am indeed very proud of this composition. This work has become my reason and mean to go

through these difficult times and a mean of bringing these excitement and emotions to 

everyone, through my modest capabilities.

But isn't this what we composers always do? Don't we always work hard for years, just for 30 

minutes of “glory” ? Well, this glory it's not a personal one. It's a global one. I had to finish 

InfernO, not just for myself. No matter what kind of Inferno we are facing, a bit of music and 

art can always make us fly with our imagination and that's when we remember who we really 

are.

And so this is the way I do my part into this world.
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